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MASTERS ELECTRICAL SERVICES LTD. 4239 W. IH-10: SEGUIN, TEXAS 78155   
TOGETHER EVERYONE ACHIEVES 

MORE! 
 

 Masters Electrical Services Ltd. would like to thank everyone who attended Nolte Island for our 10th Year 
Anniversary Celebration. We had many employees, vendors and family who stopped in to celebrate the big day.  

Gary Weddle has written a special letter about the celebration it can be read after the HR section in the 
newsletter. Also, all are photos from the event will be posted on our Facebook page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Company Slogan 
 “No matter what industry you’re in nothing happens till the power goes on.” 

 

Our Core Value! 

Motivation 
Attitude 
Safety 
Teamwork 
Excellence 
Relationship 
Service 
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Project List 
 

 

*New Jobs*                     

• VERTSKABOP @ RIVERCENTER   849 COMMON SAN ANTONIO, TX 78205   PERRY WINCHESTER 

• IDEA NAJIM (WW WHITE)    926 S. WW WHITE RD. SAN ANTONIO, TX 78220  LONNIE HARPER  

• IDEA EWING HALSELL   2523 W. ANSLEY BLVD. SAN ANTONIO, TX 78224  ROBERTO FRAIRE SR

  

*Current Jobs* 
• NEW BRAUNFELS AIRPORT    NEW BRAUNFELS TX, 78130     JOHN FITZPATRIC  

• DISTRICT 3 COMMUNITY CENTER   3303 PECAN VALLEY DR SA, TX 78210    SPENCER DWYER 

• NEW BRAUNFELS CITY HALL    955 N. WALNUT NB, TX 78130    LONNIE HARPER 

• MSI MISC STEEL INDUSTRIES   400 BNTON CREEK RD, KYLE, TX 78640   MIGUEL VELOZ 

• RAST IRON WORKS                                                                6430 RAILWAY, SAN ANTIONIO  TX 78218                    SHAWN  SHAW 

• EOG RESOURCES      VARIOUS LOCATIONS                      THOMAS NOLL    

• SOUTHERN M RANCH    4239 GOLDFINCH RD. PEARSALL TX 78601   RUBEN GUERRA  

• BUA REMODEL    7838 BARLITE BOULAVARD SAN ANTONIO TX   JAIME PAWELEK 

• CSMI      NORTH HEIDEKE ST.     CHRIS KOEPSEL  

• GONZALES ISD PH 2    926 St. LAWRENCE ST. SA,TX 78629    RAFAEL SILVESTRE 

• NISD CAFÉ REMODELS CODY & LEON VALLEY     10403 DUGAS DR. 78245 & 7111 H    BRIAN BROOKS & STEPHEN UREST 

• SEGUIN ANIMAL SHELTER   555 FRED BYRD SEGUIN,TX 78155             DONNIE ALSOBROOKS 

• WEST RIDGE MS     9201 SCENIC BLUFF DRIVE, AUSTIN TX   RUBEN RODRIGUEZ 

• CLEAR FORK ES RENOVATIONS   1102 CLEAR FORK DR. LOCKHART, TX 78644   DAVID DRENNAN 

• NORTHWEST VISTA PARKING LOT EXPAN         3535 N. US HIGHWAY 281 SUITE 101 SA, TX 78259  ABEL HAWKINS 

•  CHIPOTLE RIVERCENTER    849 E. COMMON SAN ANTONIO, TX 78205   PERRY WINCHESTER 

• CHIPOTLE @ TPC     22106 N. US HIGHWAY 281 SUITE 101 SA, TX 78259  KEVIN MOLINE  

• SAN PEDRO MUSCO    6102 SAN PEDRO SAN ANTONIO, TX 78216   ROBERTO FRAIRE JR 

• PLEASANTON MAIN ST    MAIN ST PLEASANTON, TX 78064  

• BEXAR METRO GENERATOR REPLACEMENT     SA, TX  

• PHOENIX RECOVERY GROUP  1045 CHEEVER BLVD SAN ANTONIO, TX 78217 
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Project List  
 

*Recently Completed Jobs* 
• RIVERCENTER MALL RENOV PH 1 & 2,   849 E. COMMERCE – SA, TX. 78205                                                         PERRY WINCHESTER 

• RIVERCENTER WESTSIDE    849 E. COMMERCE - SA, TX, 78205                                                                  PERRY WINCHESTER 

• IDEA – JUDSON (FEATHER RIDGE)  13427 JUDSON RD SAN ANTONIO TX 78233   SHAWN SHAW 

• MARTINDALE LIFT STATION    5500 IH 10 E SA, TX 78219     KEVIN MOLINE 

• IDEA WALZEM PREP SCHOOL PHASE 2   6445 WALZEM RD, SA TX 78239                      LONNIE HARPER 

• KARNES COUNTY EMS FACILITY                                 707 WEST MAIN STREET – KENEDY, TX 78119                                              JOHNIE RIDDLE      

• SEGUIN PUBLIC LIBRARY    313 WEST NOLTE ST. SEGUIN TX  78155                                                       CODY SMITH      

• LOCKHART ISD NEW ELEMENTARY  FM 1854 LYTTON SPRINGS, TX 78616                   SCOTT BARKER 

• JOURDANTON SPORT COMPLEX   1604 HWY 97E JOURDANTON TX 78026   ROBERTO FRAIRE JR 

• RUNGE SPORT COMPLEX   1199 GOLIAD RUNGE, TX 78151    ROBERTO FRAIRE JR 
• BECTON DICKENSON 1ST FL EXPANSION 5859 FARINON DR, STE 200 SA,TX 78249                      JOHNIE RIDDLE 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Thank you to our foremen in the field and every employee who has helped to 
complete these jobs.  Masters Electric appreciates your hard work!  
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EC&M News 
Q&A, Test Your knowledge!!  

Q. What are the rules in sizing equipment grounding conductors? 

 

A. Equipment grounding conductors (EGCs) of the wire type must be sized not smaller than shown in Table 
250.122, based on the rating of the circuit overcurrent device; however, the circuit EGC isn’t required to be larger 
than the circuit conductors [250.122(A)]. 

If ungrounded conductors are increased in size from the minimum ampacity that would be required for the load, 
wire type EGCs must be proportionately increased in size according to the circular mil area of the ungrounded 
conductors [250.122(B)]. Ungrounded conductors are sometimes increased in size to accommodate conductor 
voltage drop, harmonic current heating, short circuit rating, or simply for future capacity. 

 

Let’s run through an example problem to clarify 
these requirements. 

If the ungrounded conductors for a 40A circuit 
(with 75°C terminals) are increased in size from 8 
AWG to 6 AWG due to voltage drop, the circuit 
EGC must be increased in size from 10 AWG to 
_____. 

The circular mil (cmil) area of 6 AWG is 59% 
more than 8 AWG (26,240cmil ÷ 16,510cmil) 
[Chapter 9, Table 8]. According to Table 250.122, 
the circuit EGC for a 40A overcurrent device will 
be 10 AWG (10,380cmil), but the circuit EGC for 
this circuit must be increased in size by a 
multiplier of 1.59. Therefore, conductor size = 

10,380cmil × 1.59 = 16,504cmil. A quick check of Table 8 in 

Chapter 9 reveals that an 8 AWG 
conductor is required. 

 
 
 

 

For more information visit : http://ecmweb.com/qa/stumped-code-nec-requirements-sizing-equipment-grounding-conductors 



 

Safety News 
The Case of the Utility Pole Predicament 
May 18, 2016Ben Miller, P.E. | Electrical Construction and Maintenance 

Utility poles typically feature a combination of power conductors and communication cables, 
such as phone or cable television. Power wiring can vary from a simple support pole to a more 
complex transformer pole. Workers representing each of these entities regularly climb these poles 
to perform installation and maintenance on their systems. Therefore, they are exposed to a variety 
of hazards that come with this type of work, including electric shock and burns, physical injuries, 
and fall hazards. Contractual relationships often dictate responsibilities for the poles themselves and 
the various systems hanging on them as well as for the safety of workers who climb them. However, 
even when a worker does everything right, an accident can happen — as it did in this particular case. 

Troubleshooting the problem 

A phone company employee was sent out to investigate a phone service problem at a 
residence. After an initial evaluation at the house, he determined the problem was somewhere in the 
external system. Next, he prepared to climb the pole to troubleshoot further. 

His preparation involved placing safety cones around his van, donning a protective hard hat, 
safety glasses, work gloves, and safety belt, and preparing a voltage detector for use. That tester (a 
popular model for this type of task) contains a sharp pointed probe used to make contact with objects 
even through paint. Visual and audible signals alert when the probe contacts an electrically 
energized surface. Following his training and the company’s published safety protocol, he used the 
voltage detector around the base of the pole, but found very few metallic objects that could be 
energized. A nearby fence gave a safe indication as well, and there was no pole ground conductor 
visible. 

The accident 

Next, the technician began climbing the pole, first using the ladder and then the pole steps up 
to where he needed to be. While climbing, he maintained three points of contact with the pole steps 
at all times (in accordance with his training), which prohibited the use of his hands for any other 
task. When he arrived at his destination, he reached around the pole to install his safety belt and free 
up his hands so that he could use his voltage detector to verify safe conditions at that level. As he 
reached around the pole, however, he received a severe electric shock, fell to the ground, and 
sustained significant physical injuries. 
 

To continue the read on this article visit: http://ecmweb.com/accidents-investigations/case-utility-pole-predicament

http://ecmweb.com/author/ben-miller-pe


 

HOT TOPIC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
September 
 Birthdays 

 
• Chris Ulrich   9/02 

• Miguel Veloz   9/02 

• Annette Weddle   9/08  

• Jesus Sanchez  9/12 

• Brian Brooks   9/13 

• Fausto Gonzalez  9/15 

• Gary Weddle   9/18 

• Mark Brennan  9/21 

• John Martinez  9/25 

• Kurt Dault   9/29 

 

 
Happy Birthday from your family here at  

Masters Electrical Services! 

 

 

*From Human Resources*. 
 
 
 

To all the employees – 

We want to remind you that our office is 
closed Monday, September 5th in observance 
of Labor Day, and most jobs will be closed as 
well. Please ask your superintendent or the 
office if you have any other questions in 
regards to the holiday work schedule. 
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4239 W. IH 10 – Seguin, Texas 78155 – (1-800) 246-6330 – (830) 303-6330 – Fax (830) 303-5217 
 

Celebrating 10 Years – A word from our President 
 
 Wow! What a great time everyone had at the Masters Electrical Services 10th 
Anniversary party! Annette and I want to thank everyone that attended and especially 
those that helped setup and take down. It took a lot of planning and was a long, hot 
day’s work, but was well worth it. 
 The planning committee of Annette, Alyssa, Missy, Jackie, Justin, Josh, Clint, 
Dylan and myself started working on this in February. Other than a couple minor issues, 
things went great! 
 First, there will be no outdoor parties in August!!! Whew, it a long hot day!! Not 
sure what we were thinking August really?? The set up team started work on Friday 
afternoon by moving and setting up our BBQ trailer and RV down at the park. On 
Saturday morning, Morgan, Dylan and I met at the shop at 7am to get a delivery truck, 
van and final items moved out to the park. Sean picked up the fajitas from Granzin’s 
Meat Market around 8am. We met the rest of the crew at the park around 8am and had 
some extra helpers as well. We thank Justin’s fiancé Jenn, Mike and his daughter Katie, 
Missy and her husband Tom, Rusty and his wife Kathy, and Jackie’s BF Ben I mean 
Kyler!! Clint and Justin went on a crazy 3-4 hour journey for the kegs at Walmart, and 
needless to say have a good story to tell!! Thanks to everyone that helped us get ready 
for the party, it looked fantastic. 
 Cooking started around noon with our cooking team of Josh, Sean and Morgan. 
We owe all you guys a BIG “thank you” for withstanding the extra heat of the pit to 
cook 300lbs of meat!! Also a special shout out to Josh’s dad Rick Spaw and Clint for 
cutting up all the fajitas. All their fingers are still intact after cutting that much meat, so 
that was a successful day! We had leftover fajitas for a few days since the party and it 
was still great!! 
 Guests started arriving around 3pm and activities began. Washers and Horseshoes 
only had 8 early signees each but all slots filled very quickly with 16 teams for each 
tournament and the games began at 4PM. Black Tie Affair Catering arrived around 4 
and setup the tea, water, lemonade and margarita machines. They served appetizers for 
everyone including chips, salsa and I heard great tamales! Sweet Treats showed up 
around that time as well and set out the cookie assortments they made and everything 
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was delicious. Stop by downtown and visit Celeste Koepsel at Sweet Treats and see all 
the great deserts they make, you won’t be sorry. The Fraire family brought salsa, grilled 
pineapples and a special glaze for the pineapples. Thank you Sorina and Roberto Sr. 
  
 
 
 Around 6pm we all gathered and with a prayer and began serving dinner. Black 
Tie brought rice, beans, tamales, and all the fajita trimmings, and with the beef and 
chicken fajitas that the team cooked we ate well. We thank the Hill Ojeda and family for 
helping organize the catering. Along with the cookies we had cakes, and thank you 
Kathy for taking charge of that and getting our cakes cut up and ready to serve.    
  
 After dinner we started the award ceremonies. First we recognized members of 
our team that have 10+ years of excellent work for Masters. They we given a Logo’d 
and Monogrammed Yeti Rambler and a Logo’d Game Guard Cooler. This list included 
the following people: Lonnie Harper (21yrs), David Drennan (21), Scott Barker (21), 
*Johnie Riddle (18), Perry Winchester (17), Jamie Pawelek (16), Ruben Rodriguez (16), 
Rafeal Silvestre (15), Brian Brooks (11), Thomas Noll (11), Ruben Guerra (10), Abel 
Hawkins (10), Paul Best (10), Shawn Shaw (10). We thank all of these gentlemen for all 
the work they do each and every day as our Foreman.  
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 Johnie Riddle was unintentionally left off this list. I take full responsibility for 
this and apologize to Johnie and his 
wife Lisa for this mistake. Johnie 
could have brought this up at the time 
but did not want to make a scene. He 
has earned the recognition through all 
his hard work and loyalty to Masters 
and we unfortunately failed to 
recognize him during the ceremony. 
Again to the Riddle family, we are 
truly apologetic for the mistake.     

 
  
 Next we recognized the 5+ year’s 
employees. These team members are as 
follows: Chris Beasley (9), Rosendo Orozco 
(9), Jose Gutierrez (9), Roberto Fraire Sr (9), 
Fausto Gonzales (9), Toribio “T-Bone” Salazar 
(8), Chris Koepsel (8), Spencer Dwyer (8), Juan Herrera (8), Ernest Fraire (7), Julio 
Fraire (7), Joshua Hernandez (7), Matt Donley (6), Fernando Elizondo (6), Matt 
Rodriguez (6), Ruben Escobar (5), Roberto Fraire Jr (5), James Lopez (5) and Miguel 
Veloz (5). To each and every one of these gentlemen we say thank you for everything 
you do each and every day. 
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 After these awards we started the door prize giveaways. Thank you to the 
following suppliers who added to what Masters purchased for door prizes: Jimmy 
Vaughn from Elliot Electric Supply, Hill Ojeda from Hill Country Electric Supply and 
Ben Elliott from Crawford Electric Supply. Also, Jimmy Vaughn arranged for the 
Milwaukee Tools individuals to be there as well, which added to what we could offer 
our employees. We thank each one of you guys for all your help and support in our 
business. 
  
 Next we did the wire-nut challenge. I put different sized wire nuts in a jug along 
with couplings and some other stuff to make it more challenging. We had guesses from 
350 to 2500 and even more. The correct guess was 1158! Lonnie Harper continued his 
winning streak and was closest to the amount and guessed 1200 and was 42 wire – nuts 
off. Lonnie won a full tool pouch kit and now has tools for sale I hear on his jobsite!! 
 
 Lastly, we did a Grand Prize drawing. We had 5 grand prizes and the following 
employees won: Lonnie Harper (IPAD), Perry Winchester (64qt Yeti), RJ Garza 
(Milwaukee Tool set), Jay Garza (Samsung TV), Rosendo Orozco (Milwaukee Tool 
Set). Congrats guys!!! We hope you enjoy everything!!  
 
 All the while, Justin was trying to get the washers and horseshoe tournaments 
wrapped up. Winners for both tournaments 1st place Gold trophies and $100 gift cards. 
Second place finishers in both won 2nd place Silver trophies and $50 gift cards.  
 Washers finished first and the results were: 
 1st Place Justin Weddle and Spencer Dwyer 
 2nd Place Travis Lohmeyer and RJ Garza 
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Horseshoe finally finished around 9pm and the results were: 
  1st Place Cody Smith and Kyler Spaw 
  2nd Place Michelle Fletcher and Terry Lehmann 

  
Congratulations to all winners and to all who participated. It was a lot of fun and thanks 
for guarding all the kegs!!!   
 A special thank you goes out to Ruben Rodriguez for letting us borrow his “DJ 
12VOLT” system while he was unable to attend the party himself. He thought a trip to 
Destin, Florida was more fun and he could work on his tan and “Baywatch” video 
there!!   
  
 Masters Electrical Services wants to take a moment to thank Guadalupe County 
Sherriff Department for all they do every day to protect and serve this community. We 
were grateful to have Deputy Russell Koehler and Deputy Javier Luna keeping us safe 
and to help keep the peace at the party. On a personal note I want to thank Captain Tom 
Meeley for helping keep an eye on my Grandfather during the party, Thanks Tom.  
 As the party started winding down we began clean up. Everyone who could stay 
of our setup crew, we thank you a tremendously! We were dead tired and after a long 
hot 16 hour day the help was much appreciated and I hope I recognize everyone that 
helped. Thank you to Misty Mergele, Carrie Hallmark, Chris and Heidi Ulrich, Chris 
Koepsel and his girlfriend Sara, Abel and Rose Hawkins, Jay Garza and his girlfriend 
Maria. 
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 In closing, Annette and I cannot even begin to express our gratitude to all of our 
subcontractors, suppliers, general contractors, business partners and most importantly 
our extended Masters family (our employees) for all your help. Without you none of this 
would have happened. We are so proud that we could put on this event and look 
forward to many more family fun-days in the future. Thank you to everyone that helped 
in any way, God Bless you and your family.   
 
With Gratitude & Pride,  
Gary K. Weddle 
President of Masters Electrical Services, Ltd. 
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